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We describe a heuristic search algorithm for generating optimal plans in a new class of decision problem, characterised by the incorporation of hidden state. The approach exploits the nature of the hidden state to reduce the state space by orders of magnitude. It then interleaves AO*-type heuristic expansion of the reduced space with forwards and backwards propagation phases to produce a solution in a fraction of the time required by other techniques. Results are provided on an outdoor path planning application.
Abstract

We describe a heuristic search algorithm for generating optimal plans in a new class of decision problem, characterised by the incorporation of hidden state. The approach exploits the nature of the hidden state to reduce the state space by orders of magnitude. It then interleaves AO*-type heuristic expansion of the reduced space with forwards and backwards propagation phases to produce a solution in a fraction of the time required by other techniques. Results are provided on an outdoor path planning application.
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1 Introduction

The path planning problem has been addressed extensively by the robotics research community. A number of approaches exist to solve the planning problem in deterministic domains (e.g. A*). Recently, incremental approaches have been developed which allow for corrections to the original cost values associated with state transitions[10, 6]. These algorithms are both optimal and efficient given the information they ascribe to. However, they are unable to cope optimally with uncertain apriori information.

Consider a robot navigating outdoors equipped with an overhead map of the surrounding area (generated by satellite or an aerial vehicle). The resolution of the map may be much lower than the resolution used by the robot to navigate. Due to this low resolution, there is some uncertainty as to whether portions of the terrain are traversable or not. As a result, certain cells in the final map will hold incomplete information: the robot knows some information about what the terrain is like in the general vicinity but not the exact value at the particular cell. Some of these cells may be crucial for the robot’s planning task, such as those residing in narrow valleys.

Current planners would deal with such cells in one of two ways. Firstly, they could assign a default value to all such cells. Typically, these methods allow the robot to update the information about cells as it moves, so that it could plan using the actual terrain of the cell when it came close enough to determine it. Secondly, they could compute an expected value of the cell. Given some probability density function over possible terrains, one can compute the expected terrain of the cell and plan using this expectation.

However, neither of these methods makes use of the information provided to act optimally. If the cell has a non-zero probability of being untraversable, then planning using the expected terrain (or terrain cost) will not in general produce the best path. This is because the cost of the cell must reflect the possibility that the cell turns out to be untraversable and the robot must find an alterior path to the goal. The cost of this alterior path is a global property and cannot be derived directly from the terrain cost of the cell in question.

This paper explores a family of problems that extend classical deterministic path planning problems with a limited type of hidden state, enabling us to model exactly the above type of uncertainty. This family encompasses several key application problems, in particular mobile robot navigation in environments with detectable state (such as indoor environments with doors which may be open or closed, or outdoor environments with gaps that may turn out to be too narrow to pass through). It also includes the graph-theoretical Canadian Traveller’s Problem, which consists of planning a route through a graph where edges may be untraversable[1].

We present a solution to such problems which performs search in a reduced information state space using a heuristic to guide the search, as with AO*. The key theoretical contribution of this paper is a new algorithm, PAO*, which updates the heuristic value of states throughout the state space in such a way as to reduce the required computation considerably.
Figure 1: A gradient map of an outdoor environment generated by a helicopter. Several pinch points are shown in green. The grey scale value of a particular cell reflects the cell’s traversability: the darker the cell, the more difficult the terrain (with black cells representing obstacles). The displayed area is $300 \times 700$ meters. Data courtesy of Omead Amidi and Ryan Miller.

2 Deterministic Decision Problems with Hidden State

This section describes the basic Decision Problems with Hidden State (DPHS) framework as applied to robotic path planning, beginning with a brief review on deterministic decision problems. We go on to discuss how such problems can be reduced to a search over the space of their hidden state component.

2.1 Deterministic Decision Problems

A Deterministic Decision Problem (DDP) consists of the following components:

- **States.** The state of the DDP is denoted by $x$. At any point in time, the state is fully observable. In path planning the state corresponds to the position of the robot in the environment.

- **State transitions.** The states of the system are related through an adjacency list. An agent may transition between the current state and any adjacent state in a deterministic manner.

- **Cost Function.** DDP’s need some measure of the cost of transitioning between two adjacent states, $Cost(x, y)$, which is usually computed from the terrain costs of the cells associated with the two states.
The central problem in path planning DDPs is to calculate a path from a start state $s$ to a goal state $g$ while minimizing the overall cost incurred. The overall cost of a cell $x$ is defined as:

$$\text{Cost}(x, g) = \min_{y \in \text{nbrs}(x)} \text{Cost}(x, y) + \text{Cost}(y, g).$$

(1)

To solve for the cost of an individual state $s$ a fast A* based focussed propagation of values can be performed (see [10, 6]).

2.2 Hidden State

The DPHS model allows for the incorporation of hidden state into the DDP framework. The extension is as follows:

- **Hidden state.** We deal with $p$ elements comprising our hidden state (known as ‘pinch points’). In our path planning application, each relates to a particular cell in the environment which may be traversable or untraversable. Not only is there uncertainty associated with the traversability of these cells, but there are great consequences if they are untraversable (i.e., an alternative route holds a much higher cost). Each hidden state element holds a probability distribution over its possible values (for us a single number corresponding to its probability of being untraversable). The elements are assumed static: their true values are fixed throughout.

- **Observations.** The true value of a hidden state element may be observed by an agent. We assume noiseless observations through a proximity sensor which allows the agent to determine the value of a pinch point from any adjacent cell in the environment.

The hidden state thus relates the DPHS framework to Partially Observable Markov Decision Problems (POMDP’s)[5]. However, under the current model there is no uncertainty in robot action and all observations are noiseless. As we will see, these characteristics allow us to use heuristic search algorithms over state spaces intractable with POMDP’s[8].

2.3 DPHS Information States

An information state is the state of knowledge an agent may have concerning the true state of the environment, both the known and the hidden elements. An information state in a DPHS is written as $(x, H)$, where $x$ is the observable state and $H = \{v(h_1), v(h_2), \ldots, v(h_p)\}$ is the agent’s knowledge concerning the hidden state. Each hidden state element may be known to be traversable ($v(h_i) = t$), known to be an obstacle ($v(h_i) = o$), or unknown to the agent ($v(h_i) = u$). Thus, given a DPHS with an $m \cdot n$ known state space (planning grid) and $p$ pinch points, the number of information states is $m \cdot n \cdot 3^p$.

The noiseless nature of our observations thus restricts the resulting information state space to be finite, allowing us to perform discrete search to achieve an optimal
result. However, this state space explodes with the number of hidden state elements. Planning over the entire space is therefore prohibitively expensive.

Fortunately, there are a few key properties of our problem which enable us to substantially reduce the amount of computation required.

Firstly, we can reduce the computation to consider only the hidden state elements. If a cell \( k \) in the environment holds a cost to each of the hidden state elements (computed without passing through any other hidden state element) and to the goal, then the overall cost of that cell in any information state \( I \) can be computed given the overall costs of each hidden state element in \( I \). In particular, since we are planning from a start state \( s \) we need only compute the cost for this single cell in the single information state the agent starts in. We thus simplify our information state description to the agent’s knowledge concerning the hidden state, \( H \). Secondly, because the true values of the hidden state elements are fixed, we know that an agent will only ever gain information. In other words, because our environment is static, once an agent observes a pinch point to be traversable/untraversable it will never again be uncertain of that pinch point’s true value. So our planning space is without cycles. Finally, because each unknown hidden state element in an information state can turn out to be only either traversable or untraversable, we are presented with a natural admissible heuristic to use for searching the restricted information space (that is, assume all unknown hidden state elements are traversable).

3 Solving the DPHS

As mentioned previously, our solution exploits the fact that we can reduce the problem to a search over just the space of the hidden state component. To do this, we reduce the environment to an adjacency graph between hidden state elements.

3.1 The Face Graph

Each pinch point in a planning environment may have a number of faces, which consist of adjacent cells opening out into different cost regions of the environment. These faces can be thought of as different entrances and exits associated with the pinch point (see Figure 2). Each neighboring (non-obstacle) cell to a pinch point resides on exactly one of the pinch point’s faces.

The adjacency graph (Face Graph) links up these faces to one another and, in doing so, provides a compact representation of the hidden state elements of the environment. Figure 1 illustrates an environment with 10 pinch points and Figure 2 shows a section of its corresponding face graph. The cost of an arc between two faces represents the cheapest cost associated with moving along an optimal (pinch-point free) path between the faces and is used to propagate values from one face to another.

3.1.1 Creating the Face Graph

In order to come up with the appropriate arcs and arc costs associated with the face graph, we run an initial cost propagation through our environment (using prioritized
sweeping[7]) which determines, for each cell in the planning grid, the cost to each
different face and the cost to the goal. For this propagation we treat each pinch point
as if it were an obstacle, so that we ascertain which faces are directly accessible to
each another. Then, given some face $f_1$ and its corresponding costs to each other face
$Cost(f_1, f_2) \ldots Cost(f_1, f_n)$, we create an arc to each face $f_i$ for which $Cost(f_1, f_i) < \infty$ and label it with its associated cost. Similarly, an arc is created to the goal if it is accessible (i.e., if $Cost(f_1, \text{Goal}) < \infty$).

After this pass, we then compute the cost between faces associated with the same
pinch point. This cost (labelled $CostThru(f_i, f_j)$) is then used in information states
which have the respective pinch point holding the value t (traversable).

After constructing our face graph, we have reduced the planning DPHS to the
graph-theoretic Canadian Traveller’s Problem (CTP) concerning the hidden state
elements. We now introduce four methods for solving this problem, culminating in a
discussion of our novel algorithm, PAO*.

### 3.2 The Complete Solution

The first approach we consider uses the monotonicity of the agent’s information
concerning the hidden state to derive an iterative solution to the CTP. Ultimately, we are
trying to compute an optimal path for an agent which starts out in the information state
$H = \{u, u, \ldots, u\}$. However, the cost values of each face in our graph at this state
can be recovered directly from the costs of the faces in the information states which have
exactly one pinch point of known value. These face costs in turn can be computed from
the costs of the faces in the information states which have two known pinch points, and
so on.

The reason for this is as follows. As soon as the agent moves to a face associated
with a pinch point which is of value $u$, the agent learns (through its proximity sensor)
Compute Cost $C[f_k, i]$: 

Cost ← $Cost(f_k,\text{Goal})$

$v ← v(h(f_k))$

If $v = u$

Cost ← $p(h(f_k) = o) \cdot C[f_k, i_o] + p(h(f_k) = t) \cdot C[f_k, i_t]$

Else

Cost ← $\min(\text{Cost, } \min_{f_i \in a(f_k)} (C[f_i, i] + Cost(f_k, f_i)))$

If $v = t$

Cost ← $\min(\text{Cost, } \min_{f_i \in a(f_k)} (C[f_i, i] + CostThru(f_k, f_i)))$

Return Cost

Figure 3: General value solution algorithm to compute cost of face $f_k$ in information state $i$.

what the actual value of that pinch point is. As a result, our agent is constantly increasing its knowledge of the state of the environment, one pinch point at a time. To solve for the values of information state $i$ we must have the values of every information state which is reachable from $i$. These are exactly the information states which have one more pinch point of known value.

In short, we iterate from the base-case information states where the environment is completely deterministic (all pinch points are of known values) up to information states with increasing numbers of pinch points holding the value $u$.

The costs of each face in the deterministic information states (there are $2^p$ such states for $p$ pinch points) are solved using standard value iteration (VI), with each face having its cost initialized to its arc cost to the goal. If no such arc exists (i.e. the face has no path to the goal without needing to traverse some hidden state element), the cost is initialized to infinity.

Once the costs of these states have been determined, the costs of faces of subsequent information states can be solved using the modified value iteration algorithm in Figure 3.

In this generalized algorithm, $C[f_k, i]$ represents the cost of face $f_k$ in information state $i$, $h(f_k)$ is the pinch point to which face $f_k$ belongs, $v(h)$ is the value of pinch point $h$ in information state $i$ (one of $t$, $o$, or $u$), $i_o$ and $i_t$ are the information states similar to $i$ in all respects except that $h(f_k)$ is of value $o$ and $t$, respectively, and $a(f_k)$ is the set of all faces associated with pinch point $h(f_k)$.

The algorithm works by finding the complete set of successor faces (combined with information states) from a given face $f_k$. If $f_k$ is attached to a pinch point with value $u$ (in our information state $i$), then we use the probability measure associated with this pinch point to generate an expected cost of the current face. This expected cost combines the values of the face in the information states $i_o$ and $i_t$. If the pinch point is known, then we update our current cost to be the minimum of the cost associated with moving to any adjacent face (and the goal, if reachable). If the pinch point is known and is traversable then we can add to our contention the faces on the other side of the current pinch point as these, too, are available successors.
The cost computation is performed for each face in the information state repeatedly until convergence.

3.3 Reachability Analysis

A major drawback of the above approach is that every possible information state is examined and solved for, including states that can never be realized given the initial state the agent resides in. Reachability analysis has been used extensively by the Markov Decision Processes community (and others) to restrict computation to information states which are physically reachable from the initial state[3, 2]. The idea is to propagate outwards from the initial state, marking each subsequent state as reachable. All states left unmarked can be ignored in our solution derivation.

Incorporating reachability considerations, the algorithm described above changes in two ways. Firstly, an initial propagation step is performed, branching out from the initial state, to mark all the reachable states. Secondly, the iteration phase only considers the states marked in the first step, thus ignoring the irrelevant areas of our information space.

3.4 AO*

The number of examined states can be further reduced by performing heuristic-based search over the information space. AO* is a classic search algorithm which performs such a heuristic search over an AND-OR graph[4, 9]. An AND-OR graph contains two types of nodes: AND nodes obtain their values from combining all their child nodes, while OR nodes compute their values from choosing a single node from their children.

The planning CTP can be represented as an AND-OR graph as follows. Each node in the graph corresponds to a face in a particular information state. The root of the graph (an OR node) is the start cell \( s \) in the information state \( H = \{ u, u, \ldots, u \} \). The next level of the graph corresponds to all the faces which have arcs to \( s \) (and each node at this level has information state \( H \)). These are AND nodes: each has two children representing the two possible information states realizable from visiting the node. These two children each have the same face as their parent but reside in different information states (one has the hidden state element associated with the face of value \( t \), the other \( o \)). These children are OR nodes, the next level are AND nodes, and so on.

Intuitively, from \( s \) the agent can choose to move to any adjacent face or directly to the goal (if clear). Thus, its cost is a function of the minimum cost of the adjacent faces. Once it has moved to one of these faces, it learns the true value of the hidden state element associated with the face. It does not choose this value: it is taken from the range of possibilities (in our case just \{traversable, obstacle\}) according to the hidden state element’s probability measure. Thus, the cost of the parent node is a combination of the cost of both its children.

AO* searches an AND-OR graph by gradually building a solution graph from the start state through two alternating phases. First, it grows the best partial solution by expanding one of the non-terminal leaf nodes and assigning admissible heuristic costs to its children. Then it uses the newly computed costs to propagate cost revisions to
1. The initial solution graph consists solely of the start node, s, in the original information state H.

2. While the solution graph has some nonterminal leaf node:
   
   (a) **Expand best partial solution**: Expand a nonterminal leaf node and compute heuristic values for its two children. Add the children to the solution graph, noting whether they are nonterminal.

   (b) **Propagate cost changes and update solution**: Compute an updated cost estimate of the original leaf node given the costs of its children. If its cost has changed, update its parent’s cost to reflect this change. If the parent is an OR node, the current child may be replaced if it no longer provides the minimum cost. Continue propagating up the graph until a node is reached whose cost does not change.

3. Return the optimal solution graph.

---

**Figure 4: The AO* algorithm**

the parent node and onwards up the graph. The full algorithm as used is illustrated in Figure 4.

The efficiency of AO* is obtained through its use of a heuristic to limit the amount of the AND-OR graph that is examined. The resulting solution graph can often be constructed through observing only a fraction of the complete graph. In our case, the heuristic value of a new node n is computed through solving a VI over the ‘heuristic counterpart’ of n: the deterministic state characterized by the best-possible true values the hidden state elements in n could have. For elements already known in n (i.e. elements h_p such that v(h_p) = t or v(h_p) = o) the elements are left untouched. Elements still unknown (with v(h_p) = u) are assigned the value t. The resulting values are guaranteed to be admissible and the VI over the deterministic state is very fast.

### 3.5 PAO*

AO* works very well in certain situations, typically where most of the reachable states are clearly undesirable. This is because its use of a heuristic allows it to focus its search away from highly sub-optimal faces. However, given the current problem domain and heuristic, it is possible for the algorithm to examine far more states than necessary. Furthermore, because the partial solution graph is altered during the course of the algorithm, AO* can re-expand the same state several times. In the worst case, this can result in execution times that surpass the complete solution by orders of magnitude (see results).
Figure 5: Sample planning problem involving a robot, a goal, and four doors which may be open or closed. Some sample arc costs between door faces and points of interest are shown in (b). The first two expansions of the AO* and PAO* solution graphs are shown in (c) and (d). The values under each node represent the parent’s cost to the node plus the cost of the node itself. The resulting AO* and PAO* solution graphs after propagating the cost change from (d) are shown in (e) and (f).

PAO*, short for Propagating AO*, is an algorithm which attempts to capture the clear benefits of using a heuristic-based search while minimizing the possible drawbacks of using partial solution graphs. It does this by propagating cost changes not only upwards to parents in the partial solution graph, but sideways to neighbors (in the complete AND-OR graph), and downwards to children. The resulting approach makes full use of all received information and thus allows for more informed decisions to be made at each stage of the process.
The key insight behind PAO* is that cost changes are rarely isolated. If a node updates its cost based on an altered child cost, it is likely this update will affect the costs associated with that node’s neighbors. Consider the simple scenario described in Figure 5, where a robot (at the position $R$) must navigate to a goal within an environment containing 4 doors. Each door may be open or closed and the robot is equipped with a proximity sensor to tell, upon reaching a doorway, which possibility prevails. For clarity we have only dealt with the four reachable faces from the robot’s initial position and have shown only relevant arc costs. We have slightly abused notation and used $C(b, G)$ to express the cost between face $b$ and the goal (assuming there is no door at $b$).

Initially, all the faces have heuristic cost values associated with them, corresponding to their cheapest possible costs. In this particular scenario, all these costs correspond to paths through face $b$. As explained previously, these heuristic values are the result of a value iteration over the state of the environment where all the doors are open. Given these initial face costs, the best successor from $R$ is $b$, giving $R$ an initial cost of $C[R] = C(R, b) + C[b] = 20$. So $b$ is placed as the child of $R$ in the partial solution graph (see Figure 5(c)).

After a single further expansion of the graph, the cost associated with $b$ changes dramatically. Its two possible outcomes are computed and its resulting cost is forced to reflect the possibility that the adjacent doorway may be blocked, in which case no path to the goal is possible. However, AO* only uses this new information to update the value of the root node, which in turn chooses a new child (one of the faces whose cost is the original heuristic value - see Figure 5(e)). This does not make effective use of the information gained in the previous expansion. Because all the faces depend on $b$ to reach the goal, their costs are affected by any cost changes associated with $b$. By ignoring this, AO* ends up expanding each of the faces reachable from $R$ one by one in order to arrive at the same cost values that could have been computed directly from this initial expansion.

PAO* propagates information concerning updated costs more thoroughly through the information state space. The complete algorithm is given in Figure 6. There are four key differences between its operation and that of AO*.

The first difference allows PAO* to overcome the difficulty AO* faces in domains such as our simple robot navigation example of Figure 5. In its propagation of cost changes, PAO* propagates the updated child cost through the entire child information state, so that dependencies between faces will be reflected in their costs and the parent will be able to use the most accurate information possible in determining its own cost and (currently) optimal child (see Figure 5(f)).

Secondly, PAO* propagates cost values down the solution graph. Given an AND node with two children corresponding to the two possible true values of the node’s pinch point (traversable and obstacle), the cost of the parent node should never be greater than the cost of the obstacle child node. Similarly, the parent should never have a lower cost than the traversable child. This makes intuitive sense: if the true value of a given pinch point is known to be traversable, then we are certainly in at least as desirable a state as if we did not know anything about that pinch point’s true value. However, because a face in a given information state can be reached through a number of different paths, often this will not hold for a given parent and child combination.
1. The initial solution graph consists solely of the start node, $s$, in the original information state $H$.

2. While the solution graph has some nonterminal leaf node:

   (a) **Generate fringe node:** Starting from the root, traverse down the solution graph until a nonterminal leaf node is encountered. Along the way, update obstacle child states to have their face costs lowerbounded by their parent state.

   (b) **Expand best partial solution:** Expand the nonterminal leaf node and compute cost values for the information states of its children. Traversable child states are given heuristic costs. Obstacle child states inherit their parent’s cost values as lowerbounds then perform a limited VI over their heuristic counterpart to potentially increase these values. Add the children to the solution graph, noting whether they are nonterminal.

   (c) **Propagate cost changes and update solution:** Compute an updated cost of the original leaf node given the costs of its children. If the node’s cost has changed, update the cost estimates for its entire information state and update its parent’s cost to reflect these changes. If the parent is an OR node, the current node may be replaced if it no longer provides the minimum cost. If the node is a traversable child, update the costs associated with the entire parent state to be lowerbounded by the current state. Continue propagating up the graph until a node is reached whose cost does not change.

3. Return the optimal solution graph.

---

**Figure 6: The PAO* algorithm**

It is even more likely that other faces in the same information state as the face of the child/parent node will have unrealistic costs. To take advantage of this piece of intuition, PAO* updates the face costs of the states associated with obstacle nodes so that they are lowerbounded by their parent state values. The update looks at each face in the child state and assigns it the maximum of the costs assigned to it by the two respective states, parent and child. PAO* performs this update as it traverses down the solution graph to select the next nonterminal node for expansion.

As an example, consider again the simple environment given in Figure 5(a). Assume this time the robot starts not from the position marked $R$ but rather in the room blocked by the doors attached to faces $a$ and $c$. Let’s assume further that the robot initially expands the face on the other side of the door from $a$ (call this face $a'$). If it then chooses to expand the traversable child of $a'$, it will receive an updated value for face $b$ which takes into account its probability of being untraversable and precluding
any solution. When it propagates this information back to its parent and on up to node $a'$, suddenly the traversable child of $a'$ has a higher cost than its obstacle child, since the obstacle child still uses the heuristic cost of each unexpanded face (including $b$). PAO* propagates the updated information to the obstacle child on its next pass down the graph and, as a result, arrives at a much better heuristic estimate of its cost.

The relationship works both ways, however, and PAO* also updates the face costs of parent information states from their traversable child states. It performs this update as part of its propagation of cost changes back up the solution graph. These two propagation steps combine to allow information gained at one end of the solution graph to be accessible at the other.

The final difference resides at the node expansion stage. In the AO* expansion of a nonterminal node, indifference is shown towards the nature of the two children. Both are assigned initial heuristic values and these values are then used to update the parent. However, it is possible to exploit the relationship between the face costs of parent and child states described above to produce more realistic values for at least one of the two children. PAO* allows the obstacle child state to inherit the values of the parent state, then performs a VI over the heuristic counterpart of the obstacle state which carefully ensures the resulting costs are not less than the parent costs. This is done by initializing each face with the cost of its arc to the goal (if one exists), then performing standard value iteration. If, at any point during the VI, the cost of a particular face becomes less than that face’s cost in the parent state, the face has its cost fixed to the parent cost for the remainder of the value iteration. This inheritance allows all the information concerning the parent state to be retained and utilised by the obstacle child state.

4 Results

Figure 8 compares the performance of PAO* to all 3 alternate approaches discussed here. The algorithms were tested over 20 different fractally generated environments\footnote{see [10] for details of the fractal generation process. We used a gain of 20 and varied the number of levels from 1 to 20}, each with 10 pinch points (selected manually from the environment). Each fractal environment was generated using a different density to simulate varying degrees of terrain difficulty. For each environment we varied the probabilities associated with each pinch point randomly to produce 10 different test cases.

In each case, the task was to find the optimal path given a start state at one end of the environment and a goal state at the other. Each environment was 200 × 200 cells in size. The time taken for the initial arc cost propagation is independent of which approach is used and is highly dependent on the size of the environment, so it has been left out of our comparison. On average, this propagation took about 6 seconds.

We used 10 pinch points in our analysis in order to keep the numbers down. Although the relative performance of each approach alters slightly given an increased quantity of hidden state (the advantage of reachability analysis over the complete solution, for example, will increase), we found that 10 pinch points was enough to portray the general trend.
The first criteria used to evaluate the approaches was the number of information states examined. For the complete approach, this is a fixed number, as it exhaustively solves each information state from the deterministic cases upwards. Reachability analysis allows us to reduce the number of examined states quite considerably. AO* at times examines only a fraction of the states, however on occasion it was forced to deal with the complete information space. PAO* was able to keep the number of considered states extremely low, on average looking at only 406 (out of a state space of 59048).

To compare PAO* with AO* more thoroughly, we generated results for the number of information states which were expanded during the run of each algorithm. This corresponds to the number of fringe elements which were further processed to produce their traversable and obstacle children. Because the partial solution graph maintained by these approaches is continually updated and reshaped, a single state can be expanded several times. Thus, the number of expanded states can be much larger than the total number of distinct states examined. AO* on average expanded more than $1.8 \cdot 10^4$ times as many states as PAO*.

The enormous difference in state expansions carried over into the run time results. AO* performed on average much more poorly than the complete solution, although certain environments it was able to solve very quickly. PAO* performed considerably better than any of the other approaches, with an average run time of 0.03 seconds.

The effectiveness of each approach is highly dependent on the nature of the environment in which we wish to plan. We have been interested in solving the navigation
Approach | Complete | Reachability | AO* | PAO*
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
Examined | | | | |
Min | 59048 | 19684 | 5 | 5
Max | 59048 | 59048 | 25272.0 | 405.8
Avg | 59048 | 52924.8 | | |
Expanded | | | | |
Min | | | 2 | 2
Max | | | 26748382 | 3150
Avg | | | 5794832.5 | 314.8
Run Time | | | | |
Min | 1.3278 | 0.4749 | 0.0004 | 0.0002
Max | 2.8071 | 2.5056 | 1011.5316 | 0.2827
Avg | 1.8250 | 1.3594 | 232.5929 | 0.0302

Figure 8: The results of our four approaches applied to a test set of 200 pinch point environments. Each environment contained 10 pinch points. The three criterion displayed are the number of information states examined, the number of information states expanded (in the case of AO* and PAO*) and the total run time required to find the optimal solution.

problem for outdoor environments and generated our range of test scenarios accordingly. However, for different environments, particularly indoor scenarios, the relative performance of the approaches may be a little different. In particular, in run time values the approaches would be even more separated, as only a fraction of the information states are reachable when the order of the adjacency list between faces is small (a typical characteristic of indoor environments), and the inter-dependencies between face costs are even stronger. These changes do not affect the overall performance advantage of PAO*, however, which dominated every criterion in every environment we tested (including some indoor scenarios which have not been reported).

5 Conclusion

We have described a new algorithm, PAO*, which solves AND-OR graphs using heuristic search. It is similar to AO* in its maintenance of a partial solution graph but differs in its ability to update heuristic values across the full AND-OR state space. We have presented comparisons between PAO* and three other approaches used to solve a new kind of decision problem, characterized by the incorporation of hidden state.

A number of promising directions exist for future research. In this paper, we have dealt with environments where the pinch points are manually specified. We are currently investigating the automatic extraction of pinch points from outdoor data. We are also looking at the application of these ideas to partially known or changing environments (such as those dealt with in [10, 6]).
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